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Abstract
The paper presents a diagrammatic representation of a standard interval space (the so-
called “MR-diagram”), and shows how to represent and perform interval arithmetic and derive
its various properties using the diagram. The representation is an extension and refinement of
the IS-diagram representation devised earlier by the author to represent interval relations. First,
the MR-diagram is defined together with appropriate graphical notions and constructions for
basic interval relations and operations. Second, diagrammatic constructions for all standard
arithmetic operations are presented. Several examples of the use of these constructions to
aid reasoning about various simple, though nontrivial, properties of interval arithmetic are
included in order to show how the representation facilitates both deeper understanding of the
subject matter and reasoning about its properties. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Interval arithmetic, starting from early papers by Warmus [41,42] and Sunaga [39]
through a series of monographs and textbooks [1,11,29,31], is already a well-estab-
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lished field providing mathematical and computational tools for modelling systems
with uncertainties [23,24,36], and for fully controlling rounding errors in computa-
tion. Recently, also the field of fuzzy sets methods relies more and more on interval
formulations (through the so-called -cut approach [5]). Another important source
of interval research originated from the work on reasoning with time intervals in AI
[2,6,21], where the notion of arrangement interval relations has been developed and
extensively studied.
Some graphical aids were used in interval research from its very beginning [7,8,14,
39,42], especially in the time interval research [32,37], albeit only sporadically and
to a very limited extent—only as illustrations for some simple concepts. The Kaucher
dissertation [14] is the most interesting here—the unpublished dissertation contained
several diagrams, some of them using essentially the same concept of interval space
as presented here, but further published works by Kaucher do not contain any dia-
grams of this sort. It seems that systematic investigation of interval space diagrams
and their applications started only with the works by the author of this paper [18,19,
21].
Diagrammatic representation and reasoning became recently a field of intensive
research, starting from basic theoretical works on the fundamentals of the use of
diagrams for representation of knowledge and formal reasoning, concerning both its
psychological and cognitive sources [9,26] and mathematical foundations [3,10,20,
40]. Applications in various fields are also devised and investigated, like in qualita-
tive analysis of physical systems [16,24], visual programming, graphical interfaces,
and mathematics [4,9,10,17,19–21]. In this paper, we will argue that the diagram-
matic representation of interval space may become an important addition to the rep-
ertoire of tools of interval researchers, in a somewhat similar manner as a complex
plane representation facilitated the development of complex analysis [30]. As such,
it is not intended as an education or presentation aid only. Also, diagrams are not
proposed here to either replace textual representation (including formulas) or to be
a mere illustration for it, but rather to be used as yet another, parallel and commen-
surate kind of representation, sometimes augmenting text and formulas, sometimes
making some point more transparent, or pointing out some inner relationships not
apparent in formulas alone [30].
The paper constitutes a much shortened version of the two-part report [22], con-
taining a comprehensive diagrammatic formulation of interval arithmetic, together
with basics of the diagrammatic theory of interval relations (covered in more detail
by Kulpa in [19,21]). It concerns the standard interval arithmetic in the interval space
IR. Diagrammatic representations for extended interval arithmetics, especially arith-
metic of directed intervals, also called Kaucher arithmetic [14,15,28,38], and Kahan
arithmetic [13,27] will be the subjects of separate works.
Section 2 summarises basic notions and notation used in the paper. Section 3 con-
tains definitions of the basic diagrammatic tools used for representing the space of
intervals, namely, the MR-diagram and associated graphical notions and terminology
used. In Section 4, basic interval classes and functions on intervals are presented
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diagrammatically. Section 5 presents diagrammatic constructions for all standard
arithmetic operations on intervals: negation, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
inverse (reciprocal) and division. The discussion of the simple interval equations
v C x D u and v  x D u is included there too—diagrammatic constructs are used to
neatly summarise the conditions for solvability of those equations and the reasons
for their somewhat peculiar behaviour for interval arguments. Several diagrammatic
(or diagram-aided) demonstrations and explanations of certain simple, though non-
trivial properties of interval arithmetic are included there as well. They show how
the representation facilitates more comprehensive understanding of those properties,
and how it can be used as a reasoning tool in this field. The exposition is intentionally
elementary, since its main goal is to explain the new diagrammatic constructions as
clearly and unambiguously as possible.
The examples of diagrammatic reasoning included in the paper are rather infor-
mal. Although they can be made fully formal, like in various other diagrammatic rea-
soning systems [3,4,10,12,40], such a formulation of the representation and proofs
would be a little tedious here. Hence, the use of the term “demonstration” rather than
“proof” for these more or less informal proofs given in the paper.
2. Basic definitions and notation
The notation used in this paper follows, in general, that of [35] with minor modifi-
cations and some additions. Modifications consist mostly of wider use of an operator
instead of functional notation for basic interval functions (in order to minimise the
number of superfluous parentheses in formulas) as well as substituting the operator
notation for some common Greek-letter notation (e.g., for the -function). Additions
constitute, among others, an occasional use of a variant of -notation, first introduced
by Warmus [41], and, in part motivated by that notation, an introduction of a new
short symbol for the radius of an interval.
For the purpose of this paper, we define a (proper) real interval u as a closed,
compact and bounded subset of the set of real numbers R such that u D Tu; uU D f Qu 2
R j u 6 Qu 6 ug, where u 6 u and u D inf u, u D sup u are endpoints of the interval
u. The generic interpretation of a real interval is as a sort of imprecise or uncertain
real number, of which we know that its precise value lies somewhere between the
endpoints of the interval. By Qu we shall denote any element of the interval u. The
interval is called thick if u < u; thin (or point) interval if u D u. Thin intervals for
most purposes can be identified with corresponding real numbers. Since the over- and
under-dash notation for interval endpoints becomes impractical when the argument is
given as some complicated expression, we will occasionally use the operator notation
for endpoints: u D lb u; u D ub u.
The midpoint and radius of an interval u are defined as
Lu D mid u D .u C u/=2;
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Ou D rad u D .u − u/=2:
Since u 6 u for real intervals, we always have Ou > 0. As midpoint and radius are
uniquely determined by the interval endpoints (and vice versa), an interval can be
equivalently represented by them, since u D T Lu − Ou; Lu C OuU. For this representation,
it is convenient to use the -notation [41] based on an analogy with standard notation
for complex numbers:
u D Lu C K Ou D Lu  Ou;
where K D T−1; 1U, and the “” notation is a convenient shorthand used in this
paper.
The set of all real intervals is denoted by IR and called a (real) interval space.
3. Interval space diagrams
As it follows from the definitions above, the space IR of intervals is two-
dimensional, hence it can be represented diagrammatically on a plane. The two
coordinates of an interval can be selected in various ways. The most straightforward
one is the choice of interval endpoints as coordinates—this choice leads to the so-
called “E-diagram” (a shorthand for “Endpoints diagram”) used, e.g., in [7,8,29,32,
37,42]. It has, however, certain drawbacks making it awkward for most practical
uses. After some experiments with the midpoint-width space [18], I have settled
finally on the midpoint-radius choice of coordinates, leading to the MR-diagram. It
goes in accord with several opinions to the effect that the midpoint-radius representa-
tion has many advantages in various applications and theoretical considerations—the
opinion already implicitly exposed in the early papers [39,41,42]. In the first papers
on the MR-diagram [19,21], it was called an IS-diagram (a shorthand for “Interval
Space diagram”); however, since all diagrams of this type are “interval space di-
agrams”, finally the name “MR-diagram” (indicating in the name the coordinates
used: “Midpoint-Radius diagram”) has been adopted.
Other, rather exotic coordinate choices were considered by Ratschek [34], with
the aim of finding a space in which the interval multiplication can be done compo-
nentwise (like addition in standard vector spaces). A three-dimensional space with
this property has been indeed found and presented there; in addition, it was proven
that there does not exist a space in which both addition and multiplication of intervals
can be simultaneously done componentwise.
3.1. The MR-diagram
The MR-diagram represents the space IR of real intervals using the .midpoint;
radius/ D .m; r/ coordinates. A drawing using these coordinates was first used by
Warmus [42] to illustrate classification of (extended) intervals (see Section 4). A
number of drawings using this coordinate choice appeared also in [14].
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A graphical definition of the MR-diagram is given in Fig. 1(a). Note that a stan-
dard interpretation of an interval—as a segment of the real number line (the
Om-axis)—is here easily represented too. Hence, the endpoint representation of
intervals can also be easily handled in this diagram (while the E-diagram is awkward
to use with the midpoint-radius representation). Given any two of the four basic
interval parameters .u; u; Lu; Ou/, the point representing the appropriate interval can
be uniquely determined. The (proper) real intervals (the interval space IR) occupy the
upper half-plane only, i.e., they are represented by points on and above the Om-axis
(with nonnegative r coordinates).
Fig. 1. The MR-diagram definition and its graphical components: (a) general definition and constant-
parameter lines; (b) axes, regions and points; (c) lines defined by a given interval.
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Various graphical components of the MR-diagram used in further diagrammatic
representations of interval arithmetic notions are also defined in Fig. 1, together with
their names and short symbols used to refer to them in the text and in other dia-
grams. The definitions are, hopefully, self-explanatory. Note the line style (light-dot-
ted) used for diagonal lines, lb-lines, and ub-lines in the diagram—in all subsequent
diagrams this line style will be used for these lines only. That is, all lines drawn with
this style are assumed to make an angle of 45 with the Om-axis.
4. Basic interval types and functions
The main classes of intervals can be nicely represented in an MR-diagram, see
Fig. 2, and their definitions in terms of basic interval parameters can be easily ex-
tracted from it (cf. Fig. 1). The formulas are omitted here for brevity (see the report
[22] for details). Table 1 contains their definitions in terms of MR-diagram regions.
Certain functions of basic interval parameters are useful to describe the type of
an interval quantitatively. They characterise the relative extent of an interval with re-
spect to its position (midpoint or endpoints), i.e., the relative degree of uncertainty of
the number approximated by the interval. The basic functions here are the endpoint-
ratio function epr and its reciprocal:
epr u D u=u;
1=epr u D u=u:
When u D 0 (for epr u) or u D 0 (for 1=epr u), the value of the corresponding func-
tion is undefined; for some purposes it may be considered to equal 1. The most
used in the literature is the so-called  functional introduced by Ratschek [33,35]
which is defined in terms of the above functions:
 u D chi u D
8<
:
−1 if u D 0;
1=epr u if juj 6 juj;
epr u otherwise:
Fig. 2. The main classes of intervals.
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Table 1
Interval classes defined in terms of rex and chi functions
Class of u MR-diagram region Using rex u Using chi u
Containing zero On or above lb0–ub0 jrex uj > 1 chi u 6 0
Over zero Above lb0–ub0 jrex uj > 1 chi u < 0
Zero-endpoint On ub0 or lb0 jrex uj D 1 chi u D 0
Without zero Below lb0–ub0 0 6 jrex uj < 1 0 < chi u 6 1
Zero-start On lb0 rex u D 1 –
Zero-end On ub0 rex u D −1 –
Zero-symmetric On OrC rex u D 1 chi u D −1
Middle-positive Inside RmC rex u > 0 –
Middle-negative Inside Rm− rex u < 0 –
Positive Below lb0 0 6 rex u < 1 –
Negative Below ub0 −1 < rex u 6 0 –
Thick positive Between lb0 and OmC 0 < rex u < 1 –
Thick negative Between ub0 and Om− −1 < rex u < 0 –
Thin On Om rex u D 0 chi u D 1
Thin positive On OmC – –
Thin negative On Om− – –
In this way, the chi function is always defined, and −1 6 chi u 6 1.
Finally, the relative-extent function rex, used mostly in this paper since it is natural
for the midpoint-radius representation, is defined as
rex u D Ou= Lu D .epr u − 1/=.epr u C 1/: (1)
For Lu D 0 it is assumed that the value of rex equals 1. For u D T0; 0U the value of
both chi u and rex u is the same as for zero-symmetric intervals, i.e., the zero interval
is assumed to belong to the OrC-axis.
The value of any of these functions is the same for intervals with the same  D
arg u parameter, i.e., for intervals lying on the same radial line in the MR-diagram
(excluding the zero interval). It is therefore possible to draw polar graphs of them
directly in the MR-diagram, see Fig. 3. Note the labels  and 	 in the graphs that
indicate the sign of an appropriate branch of the given function.
We call the interval u more extended (or more uncertain) than the interval v when
jrex uj > jrex vj, i.e., when u lies above the radial line Ov of the interval v in the
MR-diagram (and hence, v lies below the radial line Ou of u). Obviously, thick
intervals are always more extended (more uncertain) than thin intervals (i.e., reals).
When jrex uj D jrex vj (thus, Ou D Ov, ignoring the orientation), u and v have the
same extent (are equally uncertain). As it easily follows from the definitions, u and
v have the same extent iff u D t  v for some t 2 R; t =D 0. The absolute value of
the relative extent that is larger than or equal to unity, i.e., jrex uj > 1, characterises
intervals containing zero, which exhibit some peculiar properties, especially with re-
spect to multiplication and division, while less extended intervals behave much more
like ordinary real numbers. The over-unity extent means that the interval becomes
“too wide” to still remain similar to a “sharp”, ordinary real number.
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Fig. 3. Relative extent functions: polar graphs; the graph for jrex uj differs from that for rex u by the sign
of the left branch only.
The functions epr, 1=epr and rex, considered as functions of  D arg u, have well-
defined inverses and are of essentially the same shape (namely, that of tan ), only
phase-shifted in various ways, while the chi function is a piecewise combination of
epr and 1=epr, and has no (single-valued) inverse.
The basic interval classes can be distinguished by simple conditions on the (range
of) values of these functions, as shown in Table 1 (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). Note that several
classes of intervals cannot be distinguished using conditions on the values of the chi
function alone (unless we put conditions on the differential of the function), while
the rex function distinguishes them easily. This is due to chi being not a one-to-
one function of . Only two classes “thin positive” and “thin negative” cannot be
distinguished by specific values of either rex or chi function. Thus, the rex function
seems to work better as a tool to characterise classes of intervals.
Magnitude (or absolute value) of an interval represents the largest distance of
the interval contents from zero (see also a diagrammatic representation in the report
[22]):
mag u D juj D maxfj Quj  Qu 2 ug D j Luj C Ou D j Lu C Ou sgn Luj:
The (interval) hull of two intervals (possibly thin) is defined as the smallest inter-
val containing the two given intervals:
hull.u; v/ D Tinf.u [ v/; sup.u [ v/U:
As it is easy to see from Fig. 4(a):
hull.u; v/ D u _ v D Tmin.u; v/; max.u; v/U;
u D u _ u; u _ v D v _ u (commutativity);
v  u ) u D u _ v; u; v  u _ v:
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Fig. 4. The interval hull: (a) for two intervals; (b) for a set of intervals.
Hence, the “_” operation is a lattice operation (join) in the lattice of intervals
(with partial order ).
The hull operation can be naturally extended to an arbitrary bounded set of inter-
vals (or reals), as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b).
5. Interval arithmetic in the MR-diagram
Operations and functions on reals are naturally extended to interval operands as
follows:
u op v D f Qu op Qv j Qu 2 u and Qv 2 vg;
f .x1; x2; : : : ; xn/ D ff . Qx1; Qx2; : : : ; Qxn/ j .8i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/ Qxi 2 xig:
(2)
For many operations, including standard arithmetic operations of addition, nega-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, inversion (reciprocal) and division, the resulting set
is also an interval that can be defined in terms of parameters of the argument intervals
(the formulas for the midpoint representation were first given by Warmus [41]):
u C v D Tu C v; u C vU D . Lu C Lv/  . Ou C Ov/;
−u D T−u;−uU D .−Lu/  Ou;
u − v D u C .−v/ D Tu − v; u − vU D . Lu − Lv/  . Ou C Ov/;
u  v D Tminfuv; uv; uv; uvg; maxfuv; uv; uv; uvgU
D . Lu Lv C minfj Luj Ov; Ou j Lvj; Ou Ovg  sgn Lu Lv/
 .j Luj Ov C Ou j Lvj C Ou Ov − minfj Luj Ov; Ou j Lvj; Ou Ovg/;
1=u D T1=u; 1=uU D u=uu D u=. Lu2 − Ou2/; if 0 =2 u;
undefined otherwise;
(3)
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u=v D u  T1=v; 1=vU D u  v=vv D u  v=. Lv2 − Ov2/; if 0 =2 v;
undefined otherwise:
It is also useful to write explicitly the formulas for multiplication by a real number
a 2 R:
au D a Lu  jaj Ou D
Tau; auU for a > 0;
Tau; auU for a 6 0: (3
0)
A number of nonstandard arithmetic operations (e.g., so-called inner operations
[28]) are also in use. Their diagrammatic representations require only small modifi-
cations to the diagrams in the following. The extended diagrams and useful proper-
ties of these operations will be published separately.
5.1. Addition, negation and subtraction
These are the simplest arithmetical operations. For intervals, addition behaves
similarly as for (two-dimensional) vectors or for complex numbers. However, im-
portant differences exist for negation and subtraction. As a consequence, subtraction
is not an inverse operation to addition. Hence, the interval equation v C x D u does
not always have an interval solution. This in turn precludes the use of a familiar
operation of moving terms to the other side of an interval equation.
5.1.1. Addition of intervals
Adding a number, say a (i.e., a thin interval, one lying on the Om-axis) to an
interval amounts simply to horizontal move (translation, see [21]) of the interval by
the distance a (using the sign of a to indicate the direction of the movement), just as
for addition of two reals on the Om-axis. Constructions for adding reals, and a real
to an interval, are given in the report [22].
Addition of two thick intervals is straightforward (see Fig. 5). We construct a set
(shown with thick grey line in Fig. 5) of all sums of the interval u and numbers
belonging to v, and then find the hull of this set. This hull is obviously equal, first, to
the hull of the set containing sums of all numbers contained in u and v (namely,
Fig. 5. Addition of intervals.
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f Qu C Qv j Qu 2 u and Qv 2 vg, see Eq. (2)), and second, to the hull of its endpoints
fu C v; u C vg. Thus, it is enough to construct these endpoints only, performing the
“add a number to an interval” operation just twice. Using formulas, starting with
Eq. (1), we have
u C vDf Qu C Qv j Qu 2 u and Qv 2 vg
D
[
fu C Qv j Qv 2 vg D
[
fu C Qv j v 6 Qv 6 vg
Dhullfu C v; u C vg:
Since interval addition is commutative, conducting this construction in reverse
order produces the same result: .u C v/ _ .u C v/ D .u C v/ _ .u C v/. For details,
see diagrams in the report [22]. The parallelogram-based demonstration of com-
mutativity provided in that report leads directly to the well-known parallelogram
construction for vector addition. Indeed, as addition of intervals works component-
wise (in both endpoint and midpoint-radius representations, see Eq. (3)), intervals do
add like ordinary vectors. The familiar diagrams are provided in the report [22]. In
this paper, Figs. 7 and 8 use the construction—to add, say, v to u we draw a vector
from 0 to v, then move it to put its beginning at u, when its endpoint gives the sum
u C v.
5.1.2. Negation
Negation in arithmetic of reals is represented on a real number axis as a symmet-
rical reflection in the point 0. Negation of an interval is also represented on an MR-
diagram as a symmetrical reflection—now in the (semi)-axis OrC (Fig. 6). It follows
directly from Eq. (2): −u D f−Qu j Qu 2 ug, with all real numbers −Qu belonging to −u
obtained according to a rule for reals—as symmetrical reflections in the point 0 of the
Om-axis. Note that in accordance with Eq. (3), from among the four basic parameters
of an interval, the radius is not negated by the change of sign of an interval. That
has important consequences for interval arithmetic, as will become clear later. Also,
only one real number is equal to its negation (the number 0), but there are infinitely
many intervals of this property—namely, all zero-symmetric intervals (lying on the
OrC-axis), see Section 4, Fig. 2, and Fig. 7 in the next section.
Fig. 6. Negation (change of sign) of an interval.
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Fig. 7. Subtraction of intervals: differences (a) u − v and v − u; (b) u − u.
5.1.3. Subtraction of intervals
This operation, defined as addition of a negation, see Eq. (3), works just like
addition, after first mirroring the subtracted interval in the OrC-axis. Fig. 7(a) shows
(a vector construction of) subtraction of intervals—in both u − v and v − u order, cf.
Fig. 6. As it is easily seen, subtraction of intervals does not work like subtraction of
ordinary vectors—while midpoints subtract as expected, radii actually add (just like
in interval addition). One of the consequences is that while for reals (and vectors)
we always have u − u D 0, for thick intervals it is not so. In fact, u − u is always a
zero-symmetric interval with radius twice the radius of u, see Fig. 7(b).
5.1.4. The v C x D u equation
The property of interval subtraction shown above has significant consequences for
the solvability of the simplest interval equation v C x D u, where v and u are some
given constant intervals and x is an unknown interval. For reals, we have simply
x D u − v; however, it is not so for (thick) intervals. The interval solution to this
equation is described by the following:
Proposition 1. The interval equation v C x D u has a solution (in the set of ordi-
nary intervals IR) only when Ov 6 Ou; and this solution, in general (unless v is thin),
does not equal u − v. It has the same midpoint, but different (smaller) radius, since
x D . Lu − Lv/  . Ou − Ov/; whereas u − v D . Lu − Lv/  . Ou C Ov/.
Demonstration. As it is obvious from the diagram in Fig. 8(a), the solution x of the
equation must be such that the vector from 0 to x, when moved to begin at v, will
end up exactly at u. An ordinary interval with such a property exists only when u
lies above (or at the same level) as v in the MR-diagram, i.e., when Ov 6 Lu, since only
then the vertical component of x can be nonnegative. Otherwise (see Fig. 8(b)), the
required x would have to lie below the Om-axis, and hence, it would not be an inter-
val. Moreover, Ox D Ou − Ov is smaller than (or at most equal to) rad.u − v/ D Ou C Ov.
The rule can be neatly summarised diagrammatically, see Fig. 8—for a given interval
v, all u’s for which the equation v C x D u has a solution must lie on or above the
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Fig. 8. The v C x D u equation: (a) solution exists; (b) solution does not exist; (c) condition for existence
of a solution.
constant radius line r D Ov of the interval v, while for u’s below that line the equation
has no solution (in the set of ordinary intervals). 
The construction readily suggests an extension of the interval arithmetic to in-
clude the points below the Om-axis (so-called “improper” intervals). Such an exten-
sion has been proposed already by Warmus in the first papers on intervals [41,42].
An extensive investigation of that extension (with operations defined differently than
in the early Warmus proposal) was conducted by Kaucher [14,15], and hence the
name Kaucher arithmetic. Also called directed arithmetic, it is quite well developed
theoretically and used in various important applications [28,38]. In this arithmetic
the equation v C x D u has always a unique solution, and certain other problems
with the ordinary interval arithmetic can be avoided.
5.2. Multiplication
For representing multiplication in the MR-diagram it is useful to introduce a
so-called -mapping u V Om ! Ou from the real number axis onto the radial
line Ou of some given interval u. The diagrammatic construction of the mapping
is given in Fig. 9. Some points on the radial lines Ou and Ov are labelled by
the numbers that map to these points. The mapping orients the radial lines ac-
cording to the sign of the midpoint of the interval, dividing the radial lines into
OuC; Ou− (respectively, OvC, Ov−) half-lines, while the distance of the inter-
val from the origin defines the unit of scale on the respective radial line. Note the
fundamental role of the points 1mC and 1m− for the definition of the mapping,
and hence, for all subsequent constructions for multiplication (and division) of
intervals.
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Fig. 9. The -mapping for (a) a middle-positive and (b) a middle-negative interval.
5.2.1. Multiplication by a number
Since rex u D rex a  u for any positive real a, while rex u D −rex b  u for any
negative real b (cf. Section 4), the radial line of some interval u is the locus of prod-
ucts of this interval by all real numbers. Hence, as it is easily verified (see Fig. 9),
u.m/ D m  u:
Thus, multiplying an interval u by a number a reduces to finding the value of the -
mapping (defined by u) for that number. The self-explanatory construction to achieve
that is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Multiplication by a number through -mapping.
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Fig. 11. Multiplication of intervals (for arguments without zero).
5.2.2. Multiplication of intervals
Again, similarly as for addition, multiplication of intervals u and v reduces to
finding a hull of products of u by v and v. The basic construction for arguments not
containing zero requires two applications of the -mapping (i.e., it reduces to two
multiplications of an interval by a number according to Fig. 10), and is shown in
Fig. 11.
When at least one of the intervals contains zero, the product lies on the higher of
the radial lines of the multiplicands, that is on the one with higher value of jrexj . In
this case it is enough to apply the -mapping once, and the hull operation becomes
trivial (provided we multiply in proper order—starting from drawing of a radial line
for the interval with higher value of the function jrexj, i.e., for the interval lying
above the radial line of the other interval), see Fig. 12(a). The case of this “simplified
multiplication” is covered by the following:
Proposition 2. Whenever v contains zero (i.e., jrex vj > 1) and the radial line of v
lies above that for u (i.e., jrex vj > jrex uj/; the product v  u depends only on one
endpoint of u and lies on the radial line of v; i.e., it is equal to a product of v and
one of the endpoints of u; according to (see Fig. 12(b), and (c)):
v  u D

u  v for Lu 6 0;
u  v for Lu > 0: (4)
Demonstration. For u without zero, an immediate demonstration is given by the
diagram in Fig. 12(a) (or symmetrically analogous diagram for Lu 6 0). This is so
because in this case the radial line Ov makes with the Om-axis an angle larger than
45 and the -mapping of both u and u will lie on the same side of the Or-axis.
Thus, always one of the intervals u  v or u  v (that lying higher than the other) will
contain the other one, so that the hull of them will be equal to that higher interval
(see Section 4, Fig. 4).
For u containing zero, the demonstration is more complicated, see Fig. 12(b) and
(c) (for Lu 6 0). Fig. 12(c) shows two cases, depending on the slope of the line BC
(from u to v  u)—whether it is larger or smaller than 45. The main course of the
demonstration goes the same way for both cases, though.
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Fig. 12. Multiplication of intervals (when at least one interval contains zero) for: (a) u without zero;
(b) both u and v containing zero; (c) the geometrical proof of Eq. (4) for that case.
Demonstrating the validity of Eq. (4) amounts in this case to showing that the
point u  v never falls above the ub-line of v  u, see Fig. 12(b), provided the interval
u is less extended than v, i.e., lies below the radial line Ov. It is clearly seen in the
diagram that the point u  v goes continuously up along the radial line Ov when
u grows moving to the right along the Om-axis (while u stays fixed). However,
if only u  v stays below the ub-line of u  v, the interval represented by the point
u  v equals v  u and Eq. (4) remains valid. The point u may move to the right
only so far as it is allowed by the requirement of u staying below the radial live
Ov. Hence, its position is always lower (more to the left) than that attained for u
lying on the Ov line.
Thus, it remains to show that when u lies on Ov, the point u  v lies at most at the
ub-line. Indeed, the following argument (see Fig. 12(c)) shows that when u lies on
Ov, the u  v point (C0 in Fig. 12(c)) lies exactly on the ub-line of u  v (CP in Fig.
12(c)), namely:
 \OBC D \OB 0C0 (by definition of the -mapping);
 \BOu D \BOC D \B 0Ou0 D \BOC0 (by definition of the radial line Ov);
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 1OBC  1OB 0C0 (since corresponding angles at B, B 0 and O are equal);
 1OBu  1OB 0u0 (as above; recall that \OBu and \OB 0u0 are both 45).
Therefore,
 OB=OC D OB 0=OC0 (as corresponding pairs of sides in similar triangles);
 OB=Ou D OB 0=Ou0 (as above).
Thus, dividing the above by sides gives
OC=Ou D OC0=Ou0;
which means that CC0 kuB 0, and thus ub C D ub C0 (and, in consequence,
ub.v  u/ D ub.u  v/). Whenever u < B 0 (i.e., u moves towards Q), C0 will move
towards u0, which means ub C < ub C0, and hence ub.v  u/ > ub.u  v/, as
expected (see Fig. 12(b)). 
Remark. Note the certain characteristic features of the diagrammatic demonstration
given above, shared by many proofs of that kind:
 There are several structurally distinct types of diagrammatic configurations rep-
resenting the situation described by the theorem to be proved, leading naturally to
the proof by cases.
 Proofs of some of these cases are immediate (follow directly from the diagram,
see Fig. 12(a) for the case of u without zero). Some of the more formally minded
readers might ask here for more convincing arguments that the immediacy offered
by the diagram is not based on some sloppy or deceptive drafting, mocking the
eye to draw out improper conclusions. However, the art of spotting and avoiding
such tricks is quite easy to learn, just like spotting those hidden cases of dividing
by zero or improperly taking square roots that are used in the numerous textual
“proofs” that 2  2 D 5 and the like.
 Some diagrammatic arguments are based on analysing how the diagram may
change when some parameter is varied. Thus, the diagrammatic proofs can be
made easier and more effective with the use of interactively animated diagrams—
a challenge to developers of software for doing mathematics on a computer!
Similarly as for addition, the construction of Figs. 11 and 12 does not work for
multiplication of reals. For them other simple constructions can be used, as demon-
strated in the report [22]. The generic version of the construction is shown in Fig. 13
here, as it will be needed in further considerations.
Remark. In [8], GardeQnes et al. presented, in a very sketchy E-diagram, the locus
of products of an interval by real numbers (a line called here a radial line). Also,
within the context of twin arithmetic, they illustrated the analogue of the formula
u  v D .u  v/ _ .u  v/, i.e., the last step of the construction for interval multiplica-
tion. However, the construction for actually obtaining the product of a given interval
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Fig. 13. Multiplication of reals: the generic construction (u is any interval with u D a).
by a given number (the -mapping), and all the other steps of the construction did
not appear there.
5.2.3. The v  x D u equation
The interval equation v  x D u constitutes the basic (one-dimensional) case of a
general linear system of interval equations, a construction of great theoretical and
practical importance [25,31]. Hence, the additional significance of this simple equa-
tion. As with the equation containing addition, v and u are some given constant
intervals and x is the sought of unknown interval.
Using the construction for interval multiplication (Figs. 11 and 12), we can easily
construct a diagrammatic solution to the equation. For v without zero, the construc-
tion is shown in Fig. 14, respectively, for u also not containing zero (Fig. 14(a)), and
for u containing zero (Fig. 14(b)). Fig. 14(c) shows the case when the solution does
not exist. One can spot the analogy with the case of the v C x D u equation (Fig.
8), but this time solution does not exist when u lies below the radial line of v. It is
confirmed by the case with v containing zero (construction of the diagram is left for
the reader—or see [22]).
Indeed, the general condition for the existence of a solution to this equation can
be represented diagrammatically as in Fig. 15, according to the following:
Proposition 3. The interval equation v  x D u has a solution (in the set of ordinary
intervals IR/ only when jrex vj 6 jrex uj; i.e., when the interval u lies above the
radial line of v (is more extended than v/. Moreover, when both v and u contain zero
and lie on the same radial line (i.e., jrex vj D jrex uj/; the solution is not unique—
there is actually a set of solutions XD which constitutes a segment of the diagonal
line with endpoints xm on the Om-axis and xr on the radial line Ov DOu, as defined
by
xm D Lu= Lv;
xr D u sgn Lv=jvj D . Lu sgn Lv  Ou/=jvj:
(5)
Demonstration. The condition for the existence of solutions follows immediately
from Fig. 14 (see also the report [22]), as summarised in Fig. 15. Formulas (5) can
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Fig. 14. The v  x D u equation, v without zero: (a) and (b) solution exists; (c) solution does not exist.
Fig. 15. The v  x D u equation, condition for existence of a solution: (a) v does not contain zero; (b) v
contains zero.
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Fig. 16. The v  x D u equation, nonuniqueness of a solution: (a) Lu and Lv with the same sign; (b) with
different signs.
be easily derived using Fig. 16, namely, we have immediately v  xm D u, and hence,
. Lv  Ov/  xm D Lu  Ou;
i.e., see Eq. .30/,
Lv  xm  Ov  jxmj D Lu  Ou:
Thus,
Lv  xm D Lu;
from which the first part of Eq. (5) follows directly. Of course, we also have v  xr D
u, and because xr lies on the radial line Ov, then xr contains zero, and hence, from
Eq. (4),
v  xr D u D

v  xr for Lv 6 0;
v  xr for Ov > 0:




u=v for Lv 6 0;
u=v for Ov > 0;
D

u=. Lv − Ov/ for Lv 6 0;
u=. Lv C Ov/ for Lv > 0:
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From the definition of magnitude in Section 4, we have Lv − Ov D −jvj when Lv 6 0,
and Lv C Ov D jvj when Lv > 0, so that, finally,
xr D u=jvj sgn Lv;
as required for the second part of Eq. (5). 
The solution to the equation v  x D u considered here is sometimes called an
algebraic solution, to distinguish it from other possible definitions of the solution to
this equation, as used especially in many-dimensional cases in various applications
[25,38]. Diagrammatic representation and analysis of such solution sets will be the
subject of a separate work (but see also Section 5.3.3).
5.3. Inverse and division
Division of intervals is usually defined in terms of an inverse (or reciprocal) of an
interval, see Eq. (3). This calls for a construction of an inverse of a number. There
are several possible constructions for that (see the report [22] for examples). Two of
them are presented in Fig. 17. They are direct adaptations of the construction of Fig.
13 for multiplication of reals, since b D 1=a when ab D 1, and so we simply seek
such a b that its product with the given a equals 1. For that we may either use the
upper (Fig. 17(a)) or lower (Fig. 17(b)) endpoint of some auxiliary interval.
5.3.1. Inverse of an interval
With the construction for an inverse of a number in place, inverting an interval ac-
cording to the formulas of Eq. (3) amounts to inverting its endpoints, see Fig. 18(a).
The figure shows the construction combining both constructions of Fig. 17—the first
is used for inverting u and the second for inverting u. It is particularly simple since
all the -mapping lines it requires can be of the same slope. Due to the choice of a
negative interval u, the construction used is a little unorthodox. The strict application
of the principle of Fig. 17 would require the use of the 1mC point and then mirroring
the result in the Or-axis. Instead, the construction is executed in a mirrored form; or,
in other words, we use here the negation of the -mapping (see Fig. 18(a)), taking
advantage of the fact that sgn u D sgn.1=u/.
Fig. 17. Inverse of a number: use of (a) the upper and (b) the lower endpoints of the auxiliary interval u
and v, respectively.
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Fig. 18. Inverse of an interval: (a) the combined construction for negative interval u containing −1;
(b) its simplified variants.
A simple but remarkable property of the interval inverse, visible in Fig. 18(a), says
that for any interval without zero (for which an inverse exists) rex u D rex .1=u/,
i.e., both u and 1=u lie on the same radial line OuC. It means that 1=u D a  u,
where a D 1=uu D 1=. Lu2 − Ou2/, see Eq. (3). That makes it possible to construct
an inversion of an interval u with only single application of the construction for
inverting a number: it suffices to find an inversion of one endpoint (u or u), and then
draw a ub-line (or an lb-line, respectively) from it to intersect the OuC radial line at
the point 1=u, as the simple schemes of Fig. 18(b) demonstrate.
In the above, it was assumed that 0 =2 u. When u is over zero, one can still invert
its endpoints, and construct the interval v D T1=u; 1=uU (see appropriate diagrams
in the report [22]). However, the interval v cannot be considered an inverse of u in
the sense of Eq. (3), as it contains all those real numbers that are not inverses of
any m 2 u. The true inverse of an over-zero u is not an (ordinary) interval, but a set
comprising two half-lines: from −1 to 1=u and from 1=u to C1 (or one of these
for a zero-endpoint interval). Such a set, called as an “exterval” or “Kahan interval”,
belongs to the extension of interval arithmetic called Kahan arithmetic [13,27] (to be
formulated diagrammatically in a separate work).
5.3.2. Division of intervals
This operation can be represented simply as multiplication by an inverse. The
construction based on that approach becomes a little involved, though, and is omit-
ted here (see the report [22]). A much simpler construction exists, see Fig. 19. Its
justification, though, is not so straightforward, and is given (for the basic case of
both arguments being positive) by the following:
Proposition 4. For positive intervals u and v; the interval u=v can be obtained by
the construction in Fig. 19(a), i.e., as an interval with endpoints obtained through
the inverse -mapping of the points A and B obtained in turn as intersections of the
radial line OvC with the lb-line of u and ub-line of u.
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Fig. 19. Division of intervals: “direct” construction for: (a) positive u and v; (b) u middle-negative and
over zero.
Demonstration. As the points between these diagonals represent all intervals that
share some common point with u, the segment AB of the radial line OvC is the set
of all multiplies of v by some real number m which have a nonempty intersection
with the interval u, i.e.,
AB D fx j x D m  v and m 2 R and x \ u =D ;g:
The construction produces (with the inverse -mapping −1v , see Section 5.2, Figs.
9 and 14) the interval Ta; bU containing all numbers m with this property, which are
thus the solutions of the inequality
m  v \ u =D ;:
Since in this case (for positive u and v) we have m > 0, then
Tu; uU \ Tm  v;m  vU =D ;;
i.e.,
u 6 m  v and u > m  v
or
u=v 6 m 6 u=v:
As it can be easily verified, for positive u and v,
u=v D Tu=v; u=vU;
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and hence,
u=v D fm j u=v 6 m 6 u=vg D Ta; bU;
which proves the validity of the construction for this case. 
Other cases can be handled in exactly the same way (possibly with some addition-
al juggling with the signs). An example is shown in Fig. 19(b), for u (the dividend)
being an over-zero interval with the midpoint sign opposite to that of the divisor v.
In this case u=v lies on the same radial line as u, i.e., jrex u=vj D jrex uj, exactly
as for multiplication. It is not surprising, given that u=v D u  .1=v/, and 1=v never
contains zero. This allows us to construct u=v for dividends containing zero even
more simply, using only one half of the construction of Fig. 19(b), like for an interval
inversion, see Fig. 18(b).
5.3.3. The equation v  x D u revisited
According to the construction discussed above, for v not containing zero, we have
u=v D f Qx 2 R j v  Qx \ u =D ;g D f Qx 2 R j .9 Qu 2 u/ .9 Qv 2 v/ Qv  Qx D Qug. Hence, u=v
can be interpreted as some kind of a solution to the v  x D u equation, though gen-
erally different from the algebraic solution considered in Section 5.2. In a multi-
dimensional case (i.e., for systems of linear interval equations), a so-called united
solution set of the system of equations Ax D b, where A is an interval matrix and
b an interval vector, is defined as
P
.A; b/ D f Qx 2 Rn j .9 QA 2 A/ .9 Qb 2 b/ QA Qx D Qbg.
For n D 1 we have A D v and b D u, and P.v; u/ D u=v (for v without zero). The
set
P
.A; b/, together with other possible sets of solutions to the interval system
Ax D b, are of great practical significance [23,25,31,38], and their diagrammatic
analysis will be the subject of another paper.
6. Conclusions
The diagrammatic representation for a space of intervals (the MR-diagram de-
scribed in the paper) can be used to represent important interval relations as well as
interval arithmetic. Analogically to the complex-plane diagram for complex number
algebra, this representation provides direct, visual insight into essential properties of
intervals and operations on them, facilitating understanding and spotting of impor-
tant features of interval operations. Some examples of this have been given, like the
rationale for and the way to Kaucher and Kahan extensions of interval arithmetic,
a diagrammatic demonstration of certain properties of multiplication for over-zero
intervals, and somewhat peculiar properties of solutions to the v  x D u equation
(with diagram-aided derivation of some formulas). Diagrammatic analysis of the lat-
ter, especially for the multi-dimensional case of systems of linear interval equations,
is the subject of current research by the author.
It is conjectured that the proposed diagrammatic representation might have analo-
gous impact on the development of interval arithmetic research as the complex-plane
diagrams had on the development of complex analysis in the past [30].
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